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A grown-up's guide to makeup, a primer on the very best time-saving techniques, and an inspiring, easy way to update
your look--Lazy Perfection may be the busy woman's guideline to looking her best, with reduced effort and stunning
outcomes. Every woman really wants to appear like the best edition of her self--natural, radiant, and confident. But who
gets the time to understand complicated guidelines, or the persistence to sift through the glut of choices at the beauty
counters?. Celebrated makeup artist Jenny Patinkin cuts through the misunderstandings and clutter with her "lazy
perfection" approach to beauty, replacing complex methods and hard-to-wear developments with a streamlined,
advanced approach to make-up. With Lazy Perfection you'll understand that you're putting your very best encounter
forward--minus the fuss! Guiding you through an initial makeup drawer purge, through placing beauty priorities, to
crafting a completed look, Jenny offers you real-life suggestions for spending your limited period (and budget) to attain
the results you want. Here you will discover guidance on locating a beauty routine that functions for you--without a lot
of involved guidelines or overpriced products.
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Four Stars I think I need a book that enables you to be actually lazier than that one. It's the same suggestions and
concepts you enter various other beauty books. The Great Element was better at assisting you with obtaining that
awesome girl look. The guidelines were clear and specific with pictures displaying the ‘how to’. It instructed me on how
best to apply make-up in a fashion that makes me look clean and put together without a large amount of fuss. And there
are alot of insider ideas like which brushes you should have and where in fact the apple of your cheek is really located.
Great ideas! Required some neat ideas to dress more relaxed!” Lazy Perfection is usually a chore to read I saw her in
Rachael Ray and she was quick, professional, and straight to the point. So I made the mistake of let's assume that her
book will be too. I'm going to be returning this one. It reads like a 1st draft and the just visual aid is definitely a sketch
or two copy/pasted extremely scarcely throughout. My advice: find the online video and miss the book. Good for
somebody who hasn't worn make-up in a long time, but already knows basics If you don't know anything about makeup, or haven't worn it for perhaps a decade, I possibly could see this being truly a really helpful book. I already put on
(some) makeup daily, which appeared like perfect book to obtain a few new tips. Unfortunately, I came across it to
become a repeat of most other "beginner makeup" books, except that (as various other reviewers have observed) it was
actually weirdly organized. But, sadly, there's just nothing new here.I'd recommend a Bobbi Dark brown manual over
that one for the make-up novice. Something else that's surprising is that there surely is therefore few visuals and there
is indeed much text. However it’s kind of just like a huge facebook post with some tips occasionally. I walked apart
feeling quite and confident that I possibly could repeat the look by myself. I also missed the makeup suggestions at the
end of the book very helpful - she sticks to some brands, and tends to recommend them again and again, instead of
doing the footwork to check different brands and tell us what's very best from each. Wonderful book for every ages I’m
68 and was looking for a new look. Personally i think the writer certainly knows what she's talking about and is in fact
an eloquent article writer, but it's a big "yawn" for me personally. For somebody who already wears makeup and wants
ideas, perhaps a Robert Jones book. There's a few sketches to illustrate stuff but maybe some inspiring photos could
have made this a little more interesting. The ideas are very basic, possibly good for someone really not used to make-up
and such. However in general, I don't recommend. The reserve is organized very well... Jenny is an excellent make-up
artist and her book is a reflection of her abilities. It is a well crafted (funny) and simple guide with solid guidance. It
answers the questions you didn't even know to ask, plus it also helps you get around through the perils of the beauty
industry. Big disappointment I was so intrigued by the idea of "lazy beauty" and the cover looks so great.Most of all, I
appreciate that this book doesn't talk down to the reader and encourages you to get your own style and work with it. I
have already purged my old makeup and brushes. I really enjoy her videos too. Terrific Book Jenny's book is concise,
helpful and funny. I have had the privilege of experiencing my makeup carried out by Jenny and she's literally hardly
ever steered me wrong. Three Stars Mostly just about makeup application Lazy Perfection is perfection This is actually
the best beauty book I've ever come across. Exceptional resource & I also really like that there's an enormous chart in
the back of the publication with the author's top picks for specific products in every cost range (drug shop to Neiman
Marcus). This book is super helpful - to the point, fun to read, and will be offering an incredible amount of information
that is actually useful for all of us regular people. Make-up ought to be fun and cause you to feel great - it should't be
scary or cause stress and anxiety. fun to learn! Her approach is really attainable. It touches on from the way to handle
aggressive makeup counter salespeople from what all the product buzzwords indicate ("AHA," "velvet complete,"
"serum," etc) to the best way to apply under eyesight concealer and if/when to consult a dermatologist for help with
lines and wrinkles/discoloration/etc. I recommend this book for anybody, from novice to Sephora VIB Rouge member,
who would like straight talk about how to look their finest while staying true with their budget and style. Great Grwat
Ok not great Think "lazy" -- not Great ideas! Needed some neat suggestions to dress even more relaxed! My kids thought
to me the other day, “Mom, what’s different about you? You appearance refreshed or something. doesn’t surpass its
cover Horrible bc book doesn’t have a whole lot of pics and it’s more on the subject of skin and makeup than clothes and
style. Not really a book on fashion I purchased this book longing for a far more well rounded take on looking cool, but
this one just spends 11 chapters in make-up. I adored the book. Lazy Perfection is a wonderful addition for anyone who
would like to look attractive without wasting money and time. The style is simple to read. Jenny is an excellent makeup

artist and her book is a reflection of . Despite the fact that I’ve completed it, I go back to it sometimes for a refresher.
My best takeaway though is the explanation of a "tightline" on the eye. I had never heard about that before so I
attempted it and it really does make a siginificant difference - lashes look even more lux and it takes an excellent 5
years off the age!
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